
FPTU's youth delegates attended the Hanoi Youth Delegate Congress.

FPT University is a private school established in 2006. The model of private schools in Vietnam is quite new. The system of
private schools, established in 1997, has contributed to training 253,000 students (accounting for 13.26 percent) to the
national higher and college education system by 2019. FPT University is a school that

, contributing a lot of ideas to building
through the National Council of Education Council and

Human Resources and the Union of Universities and Colleges of Vietnam. Thereby, it has contributed to
.
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Peace, Justice, and 
Strong institutions -
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actions of FPT 
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The school's management system is designed
according to ISO 21001 standard with 13 processes
operating according to the principle of Plan-Do-
Check-Act. In scientific research and teaching, the
school is committed to academic freedom for its
faculty. It is the policy of the school to ensure that
both experienced and young faculty are encouraged
and facilitated. Moreover, lecturers must be
responsible for guiding students to participate in
scientific research. The school spends quite a lot of
financial resources to support both lecturers and
students in scientific research

The is the representative organization of all
employees in the university. This organization is
recognized by the university’s leaders.

All students of FPT University participate in STUDENT ASSOCIATIONS AND STUDENT .
The university’s student union is a member of the city's student union. Through it, FPT
University students align their activities with the student community of the city and
the nation.

The core values that FPT University upholds are creativity, difference, confidence,
dynamism, freedom in academics, in presenting all their opinions and developing students'
critical thinking in education and all aspects of life.

Regular meetings of the university’s leaders are often attended by
, ensuring that all decisions are realistic and

most effective, bringingessential benefits to the university’s employees and students.

FPT University students actively participate in activities to support law enforcement
in the community.

An activity organized by FPT's trade union every 
year for CBGV. : hiking

Student Clubs Festival
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Every year, The rhetoric contest called "Convince Us" is organized to provide
a platform for students to express their opinions on current events, develop
debating skills, and the ability to inspire others.

This is to help manage city traffic and reduce traffic
accidents, built and developed by FPT University students.

Vietnam has a long history of
being ravaged and divided
by wars. The generation of
Vietnamese students was
born in peace, but they need
to understand the history and
its lessons. For the first year,
there is always an
orientation program, where
students have integration
activities, .....

Four students from Capstone Project – Dimo with 
their product called “Driver Behavior Monitoring Assistant”

In the picture is a very creative activity of students in that orientation 
program: “Improv�theater”�based�on the memoirs of their ancestors..]
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